Addendum No. 1
Notice to Bidders for
Voice Over IP System
Bid No. 2021-11

for
Montville Public Schools
ADDENDUM 1 - May 21, 2021
Pre-Bid Meeting Attendance Sheet
Posted on website
Questions
1. Does the vendor need to pull one permit or a permit for each location?
Vendor is required to pull any permits required by each location and are reasonable of
the cost of the fees
2. Is the footage for closets B and C correct? Yes, the footage was swapped by mistake the
correct footage is:
Closet B is 296 feet
Closet C is 204 feet
3. Do we need to remove the old fiber in the schools?
Yes, we would like all old fiber removed.
4. Do we need to use J-hooks to hang the fiber?
Fiber runs must be properly supported above the drop ceiling utilizing J-Hooks or other
cable support devices in accordance with TIA/EIA standards (Page 5 of RFP)
5. At the High School a U1 is not big enough for the fiber termination in Closet A. Would
you have room for a U3?
Yes, once the old termination unit is removed, there will be enough room for a U3.
6. Do we need to firestop pathways?
Yes, any pathways you create or removed doing the project would need to be fire
stopped and inspected at completion of the project.
7. Can we reuse the current fiber panels? If no, does it matter what brand?
All fiber panels need to be brand new, brand is not relevant.
8. At the high school, the fiber run that is out to the turf field, should we have a wall
mount cabinet with a lock?
Yes, please install a wall mounted cabinet above the current location of the DVR unit
that was present in the walk through.

9. At Mohegan elementary school, the fiber run goes thru the gym. Do we need to
provide a lift to install the fiber across the gym or does the district have a lift we can
use?
Yes, the district has a lift you may use. You will need to coordinate using the lift as it is
not located at Mohegan Elementary School.
10. What is the distance from Closet A to the Turf field location?
The distance is estimated by google maps to be 415 feet. The conduit runs from the
Music room straight out to the Turf Shed. There are old cables that can be used as a
pull.
11. Do we need to remove the single mode fiber in Closet C at the High School?
No, the single mode fiber is for a different purpose.
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